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MODEL

SERIES IMD 669FC

IMD 669FC SERIES GRANULIZER

™

SUPERIOR GRINDING TECHNOLOGY FOR CAPSULE APPLICATION

The MPE Model IMD 669 PLC
Controlled Capsule Granulizer
System optimizes the two critical
elements for capsule grinding:

Superior Grind and Density
• The perfect grind: The Model 669 achieves the
perfect Nespresso® style grind distribution,
whether far an Espresso or Lungo capsule.
• The perfect "super-density" levels are
achieved with the Vortex* densifier and
(ACDS) absolute density control: The Vortex*
normalizer achieves up to 100% higher density
levels with 50% less energy, and heat. Exact
density levels are critica! to properly filling
standard and Lungo Nespresso® capsules, and
the ADCS* control system maintains coffee
density levels to within 1% of target, even in
interrupted operations.
The coolest grind: Coffee temperature is
maintained as low as 20 degrees (C) to avoid the
loss of valuable coffee volatiles and aromatics.
'patent pending

Mode/ IMD669 FC with Siemens l'LC
Control System
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SERIES IMD 669FC

SPECIFICATIONS
Roll Size(s):

Top: 203 mm diameter x 203 mm long
Middle:203 mm diameter x 203 mm long
Bottom: 203 mm diameter x 203 mm long

Capacities:

Nespresso ® Style Grind: 150-250 kg/hr.

Controls:

Allen Bradley or Siemens

FEATURES

Power:

Top: 2.2 kw [3 hp]
Middle:3.7 kw [5 hp]
Bottom: 7.4 kw [10 hp]
Normalizer: 7.4 kw [10 hp]
50 or 60 hz designs

Drawings:

Available for download on website

AUTOMATED RECIPE-DRIVEN CONTROL SYSTEM WITH PRECISION
SERVO GAP CONTROL
Unique pneumatic servomotor and encoder design provides
microfine gap adjustments provide grind accuracy within 1%. The
Recipe-Driven Control System monitors and controls all grind,
density, temperature, throughput and safety requirements.
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Capsule grinds are optimized ¡
for both lungo
and standard
style applicatio�n;s-����+:
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Linear encoder positions rolls (clearance)
into 50 million precision points
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INTELLIGENT DENSITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

Coffee density is accurately regulated utilizing MPE's ADCS precision
discharge control system.
Easy normalizer clean-out with air spring
assist provides easy access to "vortex"
homogenizer
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Coffee density is maintained
within 1%, up to .400 g/cc
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Reliable, accurate independent drives
optimize roll speeds on each section
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